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ABSTRACT: Single-atom catalysts have recently emerged as promising low-cost alternatives to Pt for the oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR). Given the unique properties that distinguish these systems from traditional transition-metal electrocatalysts, it
is essential to benchmark and establish appropriate computational approaches to study these novel materials. Herein, we employ
multiple levels of theory, including wave function methods, density functional theory (DFT), and classical simulations, to
investigate Cu-modified covalent triazine framework catalysts (Cu/CTF). We consider three major aspects of treating this
system computationally. First, we present a step-wise approach to predict the ORR mechanism and adsorbate coverages on Cu/
CTF. We then benchmark various DFT methods to coupled-cluster theory with the domain-based local pair natural orbital
approximation, which indicates that HSE06 and PBE0 hybrid functionals most accurately describe the adsorption energies of
ORR adsorbates on Cu/CTF. We finally employ thermodynamic integration and other techniques to consider solvation effects,
which play significant roles in predicting the energies of reaction intermediates and the overall ORR pathway. Our findings
indicate that accurate descriptions of both the electronic structure and solvation are necessary to understand the ORR activity of
Cu/CTF.

1. INTRODUCTION

The oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) plays a critical role in
advanced energy conversion technologies, including polymer
exchange membrane fuel cells and metal−air batteries. The
efficiency of these devices is often limited by sluggish ORR
kinetics, and the most active and widely used electrocatalysts
rely on expensive platinum-based alloys.1 The scaling between
*OOH and *OH limits the theoretical overpotential for these
electrocatalysts to approximately 0.4 VRHE.

2,3 As a result,
significant research efforts have been devoted to developing
less expensive alternatives by using non-precious materials.4−6 It
has also been suggested that the limitations in the activity of
current catalysts are due to the scaling relations between the
reaction intermediates.2,7 Finding ways to design new types of

active sites that circumvent these scaling relations has been
suggested to be a high priority target.7,8

Motivated by the potential of single-atom catalysts to match
or surpass the activity of platinum,9−17 considerable exper-
imental and computational work has been focused on exploring
these materials for ORR. These classes of materials exhibit
unique structures and properties that can potentially compete
with platinum by allowing the use of abundant and inexpensive
active site elements without compromising the catalytic activity.
For example, a variety of M−N−C catalysts, such as FeN4 in
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graphene,18 Co/C3N4,
19,20 and Ru-modified nitrogen-doped

graphene,21 have shown encouraging ORR performance.
Previous theoretical studies on M−N−C materials22−25 have

largely applied computational protocols originally developed for
transition-metal surfaces.2,26,27 For instance, transition metals
are often described using periodic density functional theory
(DFT) with generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
functionals, which have been useful for screening the activity
of single-atom materials. The accuracy of these computational
methods has been well-established for metals,28−30 but it is
unclear whether these methods are directly transferable to
single-atom catalysts. Given the increasing popularity of theory-
driven approaches for designing novel single-atom catalysts, it is
important to develop and implement computational methods
that accurately describe the complexity of these systems. Herein,
we demonstrate a multiscale modeling strategy by studying one
particular single-atom catalyst, copper-modified covalent
triazine frameworks (Cu/CTF).
Covalent triazine frameworks are amorphous porous organic

polymers consisting of triazine-linked monomeric units.31,32

Recent experimental work from Kamiya et al. shows that
incorporating single-atom active sites, such as Pt or Cu, into
these systems results in enhanced ORR activity.33,34 Based on
extended X-ray absorption fine structure measurements, this
improvement in activity is attributed to the single-atom nature of
the active site. The ORR overpotential of this system in a neutral
electrolyte is approximately 0.2 VRHE greater than platinum on
carbon (Pt/C).33 More recently, the authors improved the
activity of Cu/CTF by tuning the coordination environment of
Cu (Cu−S−CTF).35
Given the multitude of factors that may affect reactivity (e.g.

adsorbate coverages, binding energies, solvation effects,
anharmonic entropic contributions, etc.), it is useful to delineate
these contributions into primary, secondary, and tertiary effects.
Broadly, these contributions are ordered based on dependency
and increasing computational cost necessary to correctly
incorporate these effects. Primary effects include choosing an
appropriate electronic structure method to calculate the
energetics and potential-dependent coverages of relevant
reaction intermediates. As the CTF structure is composed of
distinct monomeric units (Figure 1a), we use truncated cluster
models and the coupled-cluster approach with the domain-
based local pair natural orbital (DLPNO) approximation to
benchmark various DFT functionals (Results and Discussion

Section 3.2). After identifying an appropriate DFT functional,
we include the secondary solvation effects using thermodynamic
integration (TI) based on a DFT-derived classical force field in
Section 3.3. Our results indicate that considering these two
aspects enables theoretical simulations to describe ORR activity
trends on metal-modified CTF materials. This knowledge may
be valuable for large-scale electrocatalyst optimization and
exploration.

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
2.1. Periodic DFT. The Vienna ab initio simulation package

(VASP)36,37 was used to apply the Bayesian error estimation
functional with van der Waals correlation (BEEF-vdW),28

Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE),38,39 and revised PBE
(RPBE) GGA functionals and the PBE0,40 B3LYP,41 and
HSE0642,43 hybrid functionals to model Cu/CTF and truncated
Cu-based clusters. These systems were modeled using a plane
wave cut-off energy of 400 eV, 1 × 1 × 1 k-points, and projector
augmented wave (PAW) method pseudopotentials. The energy
convergence limit was 10−5 eV/atom, and the force convergence
criterion was 0.03 eV/Å for optimized structures. Using the
DFT-D3 method with Becke−Johnson (BJ) damping,44−46

dispersion corrections were added to all hybrid and GGA
functional calculations except for BEEF−vdW, which inherently
accounts for vdW interactions.28

2.2. DLPNO-CCSD(T) Benchmarking. For the Cu/2-phen
system, single-point DLPNO-CCSD(T) calculations were
executed on B3LYP-optimized geometries using the ORCA
4.0 quantum chemistry package.47,48 The unrestricted Hartree−
Fock reference was used for self-consistent field convergence,
and quasi-restricted orbitals were subsequently used to calculate
excitations.49,50 The geometries of these systems were optimized
with the B3LYP functional and the correlation consistent aug-
cc-pVDZ basis set51−53 while constraining framework atoms to
avoid significant structural distortion. All calculations were
performed at neutral charge. The electronic energies of the 2-
phen clusters were extrapolated to the complete basis set limit
using the second and third cardinal numbers for the augmented
correlation consistent basis set (aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-
pVTZ) with the frozen core approximation. The geometries of
the 2-phen and CTF systems were fixed for benchmarking
studies to decouple geometry changes and differences in the
description of the electronic structure by each method. In order
to benchmark periodic DFT calculations in VASP with quantum
chemical DLPNO-CCSD(T) calculations in ORCA, we
established agreement between periodic and quantum chemical
DFT in Figure S1.

2.3. Classical Monte Carlo Simulations. We used the
RASPA software package54 to conduct Monte Carlo (MC)
simulations with the NVT ensemble at 300 K. The Cu/CTF
system was modeled by a generic UFF/TraPPE force field prior
to fitting, and we employed a modified TIP4P-Ew water model
that reflected the geometry of water described by the RPBE
functional. The purpose of modifying the water model geometry
was to avoid fictitious forces in single-point RPBE-D3(BJ) DFT
simulations of configurations obtained by classical MC
simulations for the cluster-continuum solvation approach. The
modified TIP4P-Ew geometry did not significantly impact
predicted solvation energies. Our MC simulations included
sufficient explicit water molecules to mimic the density of bulk
liquid water, which corresponds to 417 water molecules for the
CTF(6N) active site and 383 molecules for the CTF(3N) site.
TI simulations were conducted by performing five parallel MC

Figure 1. Chemical structures of (a) Cu/CTF, (b) Cu/CTF(6N), and
(c) Cu/CTF(9N) models.
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simulations with 100 000 initialization cycles followed by 100
000 production run cycles. The final solvation free energies were
computed by averaging the results of the five replicates.
In this study, the solvation free energy was calculated for each

ORR adsorbate on Cu/CTF by separately removing electro-
static and vdW interactions between the adsorbate/framework
system and surrounding water molecules to avoid numerical
instabilities in the MC simulations. In each case, λ was varied
from 0 to 1 in increments of 0.1. Coulombic interactions were
scaled linearly with respect to λ. Unlike the Coulomb potential,
the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential used to scale vdW interactions
encounters well-documented numerical instabilities when λ
approaches zero.55 While soft-core LJ potentials are often
employed to address this issue in molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations, numerical instabilities can be avoided in MC
simulations through a change of variables in TI.55−58 We
performed this change of variables by conducting TI of vdW
interactions with respect to λm, wherem = 0.25 in accordance to
the procedure introduced by Mruzik et al.56

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. ORR Mechanism Analysis. Two pathways are

commonly considered for ORR.2 The first is the associative
mechanism, which involves four proton−electron transfer steps
shown in steps 1 through 4. The second ORR pathway is the
dissociative mechanism, where O2 dissociatively adsorbs to the
catalyst surface according to step 5 and subsequently undergoes
steps 3 and 4. The associative mechanism dominates at realistic
potentials for commonly studied active ORR catalysts such as
Pt(111),2 and it is a likely pathway for Cu/CTF due to the
single-atom nature of the active site.

+ * + + *+ − FO H e OOH2 (1)

* + + * ++ − FOOH H e O H O2 (2)

* + + *+ − FO H e OH (3)

* + ++ − FOH H e H O2 (4)

*FO 2 O2 (5)

Similar to previous studies, we used the computational
hydrogen electrode to describe the potential dependence of the
reactions.2 Electronic energies (using H2O and H2 as gas phase
references) were converted to free energies by adding the zero
point energy and entropy contributions using the harmonic
approximation (Table S1). The applicability of the harmonic
approximation and other potential tertiary effects are discussed
in Section 3.4.
In addition to the “standard” methodology described above,

we must consider additional effects to account for the single-
atom nature of the active site. Specifically, we considered several
Cu-cation positions within the 6N and 9N pores of the CTF
system using smaller cluster models shown in Figure 1b,c. For
each adsorbate, we also evaluated various oxidation states, spin
multiplicities,59,60 and the possibility of intraframework hydro-
gen bonds to determine the most energetically favorable binding
geometry. Although Pourbaix diagrams are commonly used to
determine adsorbate coverages at varying potentials, it is critical
to determine the most energetically favorable reaction cycle for
the 4-electron process in order to predict ORR activity. Starting
from a bare Cu cation, we considered the following possibilities
for each subsequent step:

• A proton−electron transfer occurs on an existing ORR
adsorbate.

• Additional ORR adsorbates bind to the Cu atom.
• A proton−electron transfer occurs on the nitrogen atoms

lining the pore.
• Surrounding water molecules adsorb to the metal cation.
• Water or ORR adsorbates dissociate between Cu and

nitrogen atoms in a chemical step.

By choosing the most energetically favorable possibility at
each step of the reaction, a full ORR mechanism is obtained
when a previous state is revisited. This corresponds to a
complete 4 proton−electron cycle for ORR.

3.2. Benchmarking Computational Methods. The
mechanism analysis summarized above is agnostic to the choice
of the electronic structure method. However, an unsuitable
electronic structure method may lead to inaccurate binding
energies and result in an erroneous reaction mechanism.
Specifically, GGA DFT is prone to self-interaction errors for
nonmetallic systems.61−64 A useful approach to circumvent
these shortcomings is to incorporate Hartree−Fock exact
exchange in the functional. We benchmarked several GGA
and hybrid functionals to assess the accuracy of these DFT
methods to describe Cu/CTF.
The coupled-cluster theory with triple excitations, CCSD(T),

is a highly accurate single reference method, and it is commonly
considered as the gold standard for computational quantum
chemistry.65−69 In this work, we employed the computationally
tractable DLPNO approximation to benchmark GGA and
hybrid DFT functionals.46,70−72 Although less expensive than
canonical CCSD(T), a smaller cluster shown in Figure 2a
(denoted as 2-phen) was used for the DLPNO-CCSD(T)
calculations for all adsorbates. Here, the carbon/nitrogen
framework was constrained to prevent structural distortion,
and only the adsorbate atoms were allowed to relax. The effects
of cluster truncation on the binding energy of ORR adsorbates
are presented in Figure S2.
We considered three common GGA functionals (PBE,39

RPBE,38 and BEEF−vdW28) and three hybrid functionals
(B3LYP,41 PBE0,40 and HSE0642,43) in our analysis. PBE and
RPBE are among the most common functionals used to study
catalyst surfaces with DFT, and the BEEF−vdW functional
predicts chemisorption energies onmetallic surfaces with similar
accuracy to RPBE28 while inherently accounting for dispersion
corrections. The B3LYP and PBE0 hybrid functionals have been
used to describe a wide range of molecular systems and
transition-metal complexes.73−76 HSE06 differs from the PBE0
functional by adding the range-separated screening of the exact
exchange. D3 dispersion corrections with BJ damping (D3-
(BJ))44−46 were applied to all of the functionals except BEEF−
vdW. Because *OOH, *O, *OH, and *H2O are the most
relevant adsorbates in theORRmechanism, we benchmarked six
DFT functionals to DLPNO-CCSD(T) based on the binding
energies of these four species on 2-phen. The details of these
calculations are reported in the Computational Methods
section.
Figure 2b,c shows the binding energy of each ORR adsorbate

on 2-phen calculated by DLPNO-CCSD(T) and by different
functionals. For most adsorbates, GGA functionals result in
stronger binding energies (by up to 1 eV) than hybrid
functionals. The largest differences are seen for *O, followed
by *OOH and *OH. As expected, we predict similar *H2O
binding energies using different methods.
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Overall, the binding energies predicted by PBE0 and HSE06
hybrid functionals align most closely with the DLPNO-
CCSD(T) benchmark with a mean absolute error (MAE) of
0.1 eV. The largest deviations are seen for *O (MAEHSE06,PBE0 =
0.3 eV), which is not typically involved in the rate-limiting step
of the ORR mechanism.77 These results indicate that hybrid
functionals, namely, HSE06 and PBE0, describe the electronic
structure of this system more accurately than GGA functionals
(MAEGGA = 0.6−0.7 eV). Although unsurprising because of the
localized electron density of isolated transition-metal sites in
single-atom catalysts (Figure S4), these results highlight the
large errors associated with using semi-local GGA functionals for
such systems. A number of benchmarking studies for similar
mono-nuclear copper-containing complexes in literature also
indicate that hybrid functionals better represent various
properties of these systems.78,79 It is important to note that
additional considerations such as relativistic effects and the
multireference wave function character may play a role in the
Cu/CTF system, but they are beyond the scope of this study.80

Nevertheless, our results suggest that the blind use of GGA

functionals to describe single-atom catalysts may produce
inaccurate results.
Encouraged by the HSE06 and PBE0 results, we also explored

the effect of adding a Hubbard correction (U), which is often
implemented with GGA functionals to reduce the self-
interaction error of DFT.81 Figure S5 compares HSE06 with
PBE + U with a U value of 5 eV applied to the 3d electrons of
copper atoms based on previous literature reports of copper
oxide surfaces.82 Although the predicted errors of up to 0.5 eV
for PBE +U are smaller than those for GGAs, our results indicate
that careful evaluation of PBE + U is necessary for different
adsorbates because the deviations may not be systematic.

3.3. Secondary Solvation Effects. Using binding energies
calculated with the accurate HSE06-D3(BJ) functional, the
previous primary mechanism analysis predicts a theoretical
limiting potential of 0.5 VRHE for Cu/CTF, where adsorption of
the weak-binding *OOH intermediate limits the activity of the
catalyst. However, previous studies have established that
solvation effects can significantly affect the predicted ORR
activity for typical transition-metal catalysts by stabilizing
reaction intermediates.83

As the electronic structure of these nontraditional single-atom
materials is very different from metal electrocatalysts, we
compared the charges and the electrostatic potential surface
for Cu/CTF and for Cu(111). Our analysis reveals that ORR
adsorbates, especially *O, on Cu/CTF exhibit greater polar-
ization and more direct exposure to solvent (Figure 3a−d),
indicating that solvation effects are likely to be larger than widely
studied metal catalysts.84−86

Computational strategies for describing solvation effects for
metals, oxides, molecules, and biomolecules have been widely
studied.83,87−90 To provide context for our results, it is useful to
summarize the popular approaches relevant to single-atom
catalysts. Although some reports do not include solvation
contributions, a popular approach is to define a standard
correction based on hydrogen bond strengths or solvation
studies of well-known metal surfaces, such as Pt(111).91−93

Because of the ease of transferability across similar catalysts, this
approach has proven useful for large-scale screening studies.94

Alternatively, implicit solvent models (e.g. polarizable
continuum model and conductor-like screening model) are
also often used to describe solvation for single-atom
heterogeneous catalysts or similar homogeneous systems with
marginal increase in the computational costs.60,95−99 The
performance of these methods for predicting solvation energies

Figure 2. (a) Structure of the 2-phen truncated cluster; (b)
Comparison of ORR adsorbate binding energies on 2-phen predicted
by GGA and hybrids vs DLPNO-CCSD(T); (c) MAE between
DLPNO-CCSD(T) and each DFT method on 2-phen.

Figure 3. Charge density difference isosurfaces (±0.001 electrons/
Bohr3) and sections for the *O adsorbate on (a,b) Cu/CTF(6N) and
(c,d) Cu(111) surface relative to the bare framework and isolated *O
adsorbate. Red isosurfaces correspond to charges accumulation, and
green isosurfaces correspond to charge depletion.
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generally depends on the modeling functions used and their
parametrization. Although implicit solvent models have proved
very useful for estimating solvation energies of organic
molecules,100−102 the transferability of this approach to a
strongly polarized Cu/CTF system is not clear. Moreover,
implicit approaches may not fully capture dynamic interactions
between the framework and solvent molecules, such as hydrogen
bonding,103 which are important for ORR intermediates.
As an alternative to implicit solvent approaches, explicit

solvent models offer the possibility to theoretically capture all
important interactions between solutes and individual water
molecules. However, explicit approaches require sampling
thousands of solvent configurations, resulting in significant
computational expense. Previous explicit solvent studies on
various catalyst surfaces have employed a minima hopping
algorithm104 to find energetically favorable water struc-
tures.86,105−108 Although minima hopping is readily applied to
metal surfaces, this method is prohibitively expensive for Cu/
CTF. Note that the minima hopping approach uses optimized
water structures to estimate solvation; it is possible that water
structures at finite temperatures may lead to differences in
calculated solvation energies.
One approach to address these issues is to obtain ensemble

averages of solvation energies by sampling a large number of
water configurations at relevant temperatures.109 The high
computational cost of sufficient ensemble sampling (often 104 to
106 water configurations for converged values) often neces-
sitates the use of classical MD orMC simulations based on force
fields. For instance, approaches such as TI have been used
extensively to predict solvation free energies from classical
simulations.110−113 Other hybrid approaches that combine
quantum mechanical methods, classical explicit molecules, and
implicit solvents114,115 have also been used.
As illustrated in Figure 4, we investigated several methods to

describe solvation for Cu/CTF, including both implicit and
explicit solvent approaches. To obtain a consistent metric to
evaluate these methods, we compared the solvation energy of
each ORR intermediate on Cu/CTF. For the Cu/CTF(6N)
active site, certain adsorbates, such as *OOH and *H2O, can
donate hydrogen bonds to either water molecules in the solvent
or nitrogen atoms in the CTF framework, which results in
significant changes in the adsorbate geometries in the presence
of an aqueous solvent. Therefore, we probed orientations where
these species donate hydrogen bonds to the framework (e.g.
OOHdown) as well as those where the adsorbates donate
hydrogen bonds to the water solvent (e.g. OOHup).
The following sections discuss various solvation methods

considered in this study: (a) implicit solvent models, (b) ab-
initio cluster-continuum models, and (c) TI using DFT-derived
force fields. Each of these solvation metrics were evaluated for
single adsorbates on the Cu/CTF(6N) active site.
3.3.1. Implicit Solvent. We applied the VASPsol pack-

age116,117 to evaluate solvation energies predicted by an implicit
solvent. While our benchmarking results indicate that HSE06-
D3(BJ) best describes the binding energies of ORR adsorbates
on the Cu/CTF system, the dispersion-corrected RPBE
functional has been shown to replicate experimental properties
of liquid water.118 Here, we evaluated both the HSE06-D3(BJ)
and RPBE-D3(BJ) functionals to calculate the solvation-
corrected binding energies. The results did not exhibit
significant functional dependence (≤0.2 eV), which is consistent
with previous reports.119

Figure 5a displays solvation energies evaluated by various
metrics for each ORR intermediate species relative to *H2Odown
on the Cu/CTF(6N) active site. The implicit solvent results
indicate that the *O adsorbate exhibits the largest solvation
energy of 0.7 eV. It is important to note that this value is
significantly greater than that of transition-metal surfaces, where
*O solvation energy is often negligibly small.2,120

Although implicit solvents provide fast and inexpensive
starting points for evaluating solvation effects, it is unclear
whether they fully capture the interactions of ORR adsorbates
for Cu/CTF. Models that include explicit water atoms provide,
in principle, a more comprehensive bottom-up strategy to
describe solvation, which can be used to benchmark other
methods.

3.3.2. Ab Initio Cluster-Continuum Model. Purely explicit
water simulations require many configurations to sufficiently
sample phase space, but it is possible to reduce the number of
configurations and water molecules required to converge
solvation energies by surrounding a cluster containing an
explicit water shell with an implicit solvent, as illustrated in
Figure 4. This cluster-continuum approach121 allows system-
specific adsorbate/water interactions to be captured by an
explicit solvent while reducing convergence requirements with
an implicit solvent.
We explored this possibility by carving a solvation shell of 20

water molecules from 100 configurations predicted by MC

Figure 4. Schematics of solvation metrics considered in this study.
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simulations for each adsorbate and modeling these frozen 20
water systems with the RPBE-D3(BJ) functional and the
VASPsol implicit solvent (see the Computational Methods
section for details). The average solvation energy for each
adsorbate, ⟨ΔEads,solv⟩, was calculated relative to a reference
adsorbate (Eref) according to eq 6.

⟨Δ ⟩ = ⟨ ⟩ − ⟨ ⟩

− −

E E E

E E( )

ads,solv ads,solvated ref,solvated

ads,vacuum ref,vacuum (6)

The solvation energies for ORR adsorbates on Cu/CTF(6N)
shown in Figure 5a indicate that the cluster-continuum method

Figure 5. (a) Mean solvation energies for each ORR adsorbate relative to *H2Odown on Cu/CTF(6N) computed from VASPsol implicit solvent, ab-
initio cluster-continuum models, and classical TI. (b) Classical TI solvation energies for all relevant adsorbate configurations on Cu/CTF(6N) and
Cu/CTF(9N) relative to the bare Cu active site.

Figure 6. Potential energy curves for the interaction between single water molecules and Cu/CTF with adsorbed *OOH (a,b), *OH (c,d), and *H2O
(e,f). Potential energy curves were sampled for adsorbates both accepting hydrogen bonds from water (a,c,e) and donating hydrogen bonds (b,d,f).
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predicts greater relative solvent stabilization than an implicit
model for *O and several other adsorbates (0.1−0.5 eV). One
limitation of the cluster-continuum model is its incomplete
description of entropic differences between adsorbate config-
urations due to the frozen explicit water shell. For the Cu/CTF
system, the neglected configurational entropy of explicit water
molecules can lead to overestimated relative solvation energies
for strongly interacting adsorbates, such as *O.
To circumvent this issue, we can tune the number of water

molecules included in the frozen explicit solvation shell121 or
utilize alternative free-energy methods that describe both water/
solvent interactions and entropic contributions arising from
solvent configurational changes. We explored the latter
approach by employing TI with a classical force field to describe
adsorbate solvation energies on Cu/CTF. A major drawback of
classical force fields is the poor description of the system
energetics relative to DFT. We address this concern by
performing TI using a DFT-derived force field, as discussed
below.
3.3.3. Classical TI Using DFT-Derived Force Fields.

3.3.3.1. Classical Force Field Fitting. Explicit solvation
approaches require thorough sampling of the configurational
phase space of water molecules surrounding a solute. Given the
considerable computational expense of this endeavor via ab-
initio methods, we performed classical MC simulations to obtain
an ensemble of Boltzmann-sampled water configurations for
eachORR adsorbate on Cu/CTF. A generic UFF/TraPPE force
field was used for these simulations at 300 K,54 and water
molecules were represented by a modified TIP4P-Ew model.122

The Cu/CTF framework and the adsorbates were frozen in
these MC simulations for simplicity. Additional details are
included in the Computational Methods section.
Previous reports have demonstrated that fitting force field

parameters to ab-initio calculations improve agreement between
classical simulations and experimentally measured material
properties.123,124 To obtain reliable water configurations and
solvation energies from classical simulations, we established the
accuracy of our force field by fitting adsorbate/solvent
interactions to DFT using the RPBE-D3(BJ) functional. Using
DFT-derived electrostatic potentials, we used the density-
derived electrostatic and chemical charge (DDEC) partitioning
scheme125 to assign point charges to each atom. Pairwise vdW
interactions were modeled using the LJ potential, which has two
tunable parameters (ϵ and σ in eq 7) defined by the force field.
To ensure that the force field accurately captured adsorbate/
solvent interactions, we performed potential energy scans (PES)
for hydrogen bond formation between ORR adsorbates and
water molecules using the classical force field and DFT with the
RPBE-D3(BJ) functional. The corresponding LJ parameters in
the force field were fitted to match the DFT-derived PES. Figure
6a−f shows the water/adsorbate PES for hydrogen bonds
accepted by ORR adsorbates and donated to single water
molecules. The classical and DFT-derived PES for accepted
hydrogen bonds align closely, but the off-the-shelf force field
fails to describe hydrogen bonds donated by adsorbates to
solvent water molecules. We employed a simple optimization
scheme to fit the interactions between adsorbate hydrogen and
water oxygen atoms using a least squares fitting procedure for
force field and DFT energetics. The optimized value of ϵ for the
interaction between adsorbate hydrogens and water oxygens is 0
K, which indicates that this interaction is dominated by
electrostatic contributions. As shown in Figure 6a−f, the
DFT-derived force field (FFDFT, green) accurately describes H

bond interactions compared to RPBE-D3(BJ) (black). Other
validation tests for FFDFT performance using additional water
molecules are presented in Figures S6 and S7, which indicate
that relative water/adsorbate interactions described by FFDFT
are comparable to RPBE-D3(BJ) results.
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3.3.3.2. Thermodynamic Integration. In TI, the free energy
difference (ΔG) between two states is defined according to eq 8,
whereU is the potential energy of the system, and λ is a coupling
parameter that spans from 0 to 1 in order to relate the initial and
final states via a thermodynamic path. To describe solvation
energy, this parameter is varied in specified increments to
remove electrostatic and vdW interactions between a solute and
solvent. In this work, classical MC simulations using FFDFT were
performed at each λ value along each leg of the thermodynamic
path to obtain the expectation value of ∂U/∂λ. These values
were numerically integrated with respect to λ to calculate the
free energy difference between two states. Additional details
about TI implementation are provided in the Computational
Methods.

∫ λ
λΔ = ∂

∂
G

U
d

0

1

(8)

Relative solvation energies from TI are reported in Figure
5a,b. Of the individual adsorbates on the 6N site, *O and *OH
exhibit the largest solvation energies. This result aligns with our
analysis of radial distribution functions between adsorbate
oxygens and water hydrogens in Figure S8, which show closer
solvation shells for these species compared to other ORR
adsorbates.
Classical descriptions of solvation energy offer the ability to

partition the total interaction energy into vdW and electrostatic
components. For each adsorbate on the CTF system, vdW
interactions account for less than 0.1 eV of the solvation energy.
As a result, electrostatic contributions dominate solvation
energetics, which may be a result of the cationic nature of the
Cu atom in the framework.
Of the solvation metrics investigated in this study, TI using

FFDFT provides the most reliable solvation energies by
describing adsorbate/solvent interactions explicitly and ac-
counting for the free energy differences between adsorbates. TI
was therefore performed on all of the relevant adsorbate
configurations on both the 6N and 9N active sites and used in
subsequent analysis in this work.
We note that implicit solvation using the RPBE-D3(BJ)

functional agrees with TI within approximately 0.2 eV for most
of the individual ORR adsorbates. The agreement between the
VASPsol implicit solvation method and explicit TI for several
adsorbates motivates the future use of such techniques to
efficiently estimate solvation effects on CTF or similar inorganic
catalysts. However, implicit solvent methods should be
benchmarked when possible to avoid significant inaccuracies,
and accurate simulations of activation barriers often require
explicit approaches when transition states involve solvent
molecules.
It is important to note that while our benchmarking studies of

DFT methods indicate that GGA functionals overbind ORR
adsorbates compared to more accurate hybrid functionals,
solvent interactions also lead to stronger binding energies by
stabilizing adsorbates. We suggest that favorable error
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cancellation between primary and secondary effects may
partially account for the success of GGA functionals in
predicting ORR activity of single-atom catalysts in other reports.
3.4. ORR Activity Prediction. In this study, the goal of

benchmarking computational methods to describe single-atom
catalysts is to accurately predict the catalytic activity of these
systems for ORR. It is therefore useful to consider the predicted
ORR activity of Cu/CTF using benchmarked computational
methods in the context of experimentally observed results.
Although a direct comparison of theoretical current−voltage
performance requires kinetic analysis,7,126 a popular strategy is
to compare the theoretical overpotential of Cu/CTF to a widely
studied Pt/C catalyst. Specifically, previous theoretical studies
have shown that the thermodynamic limiting potential for Pt/C
determined by DFT is approximately 0.8 VRHE,

126 and
experimental reports indicate that Cu/CTF exhibits a 0.2 V
decrease in the onset potential compared to Pt/C.33 We
therefore expect the theoretical limiting potential of Cu/CTF to
be 0.8 VRHE − 0.2 VRHE = 0.6 VRHE.
To predict the ORR activity of the Cu/CTF system, we

applied our findings from DFT benchmarking studies, which
identified HSE06-D3(BJ) as an appropriate method, and TI-
derived solvation energies to the methodology outlined in
Section 3.1 to perform the ORR mechanism analysis. The free
energy diagrams in Figure 7a,b show the most favorable ORR

pathway predicted by theHSE06-D3(BJ) functional for both the
6N and 9N active sites on Cu/CTF before and after including
solvation effects by TI. The initial and final states of the most
favorable 4-electron ORR cycle in each case are boxed.
Without solvation corrections, single ORR adsorbates bind to

the 6N site, but the 9N site adsorbs both *OH and a second
adsorbate to undergo ORR. The predicted limiting reaction step
is *OOH adsorption, and the theoretical ORR limiting potential

is 0.6 VRHE for Cu/CTF(6N) and 0.4 VRHE for Cu/CTF(9N).
After applying TI solvation free energies for each adsorbate, we
find that the reaction mechanism and predicted theoretical
limiting potential are largely unchanged for the Cu/CTF(9N)
site. This is because the solvation energies of the adsorbate
configurations involved in the rate-determining step (adsorption
of *OOH in the presence of *OH) are similar to that of the
reference species, which is *OH in this case.
In contrast, there are significant changes in both the predicted

ORR mechanism and limiting potential for the 6N site after
incorporating solvation effects. Specifically, adsorption of two
ORR adsorbates becomes energetically favorable due to solvent
stabilization, which translates to increased adsorbate coverage.
The adsorption of *OOH in the presence of *OH is the rate-
limiting step, and the resulting theoretical limiting potential for
this pathway is 0.7 VRHE. Our results from HSE06-D3(BJ) with
solvation for the Cu/CTF(6N) active site indeed fall within
range of the estimated experimental value.
Based on our analysis of primary and secondary effects on the

Cu/CTF system, we find that appropriate descriptions of the
electronic structure of single-atom catalysts and solvation effects
are crucial to describe the catalytic activity of these materials.
Although the most appropriate electronic structure and
solvation methods may vary for other single-atom catalyst
motifs, we provide a broad framework for evaluating various
contributions to the ORR activity of these systems. We suggest
that extending these methods to other single-atom catalysts and
understanding the role of exact exchange in overall catalytic
activity trends are potential directions for future study.
In addition to the primary and secondary analysis, one may

also consider tertiary effects, such as anharmonic contributions
to the free energy of the system127 or the coupling of the
framework and solvent entropies. Other tertiary effects may
include the implications of adding support materials (i.e.
graphene, carbon nanoparticles, and metal surfaces) or kinetic
contributions based on reaction barriers. Although these
considerations are beyond the scope of this work, they offer
potential directions for future work on single-atom systems.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have developed a methodology to guide
theoretical treatment of single-atom catalysts by specifically
considering Cu/CTF as a case study. Benchmarking various
DFT methods to DLPNO-CCSD(T) reveals that hybrid
functionals, namely, PBE0-D3(BJ) and HSE06-D3(BJ), best
describe the electronic structure of Cu/CTF. By evaluating
adsorbate/solvent interactions with TI and other methods, we
also find that secondary effects (such as solvation) play
significant roles in the predicted ORR pathway and activity of
Cu/CTF. The theoretically predicted activity of Cu/CTF
described by hybrid functionals combined with solvation effects
aligns with estimated ORR limiting potentials based on
experimental studies. Our findings also suggest that the success
of commonly used GGA functionals in predicting the activity of
single-atom catalysts may result from error cancellation between
an accurate description of the electronic structure and solvation
effects. We expect that this theoretical assessment will lead to a
more complete understanding of the catalytic behavior of this
promising novel material class.

Figure 7. ORR free energy diagrams at 0 VRHE evaluated using the
HSE06-D3(BJ) functional and TI solvation free energies on the (a)
Cu/CTF(6N) and (b) Cu/CTF(9N) active sites, where the dashed
lines represent proton−electron transfers.
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